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supplementary material: megapixel adaptive optics - usually requires proper boundary conditions in
conventional ap- proaches, for example the periodic boundary condition [hudgin 1977], or the neumann
boundary condition [noll1978]. 1624 ieee photonics technology letters, vol. 20, no. 19 ... shack–hartmann type wavefront sensor—a key component in adaptive optical system—the microlens array is
used to dissect the incoming wavefront into a number of segments and each considerations for
metallographic observation of ... - tration at the grain boundary, resulting in the formation of a brittle
intergranular oxide [9]. the model predicts a strong dependence on the potential. when the potential is too
low, oxidation is not possible; when it is too high, a compact oxide grows and prevents further oxygen diffusion
and oxidation [9]. however, intergranular crazing observed in this work de-pends on the degree of ... thermal
oxide patterning method for compensating coating ... - remaining back side stress precisely cancels the
front side stress, thus restoring the original mirror figure. for the back for the back side film we chose silicon
oxide as discussed below. work by alfred hutty the drum major (2003). images ... - ing by august cook, a
copper plate etching by alfred hutty, a soft ground etching by robert motherwell, a small watercolor landscape
by carl blair and a painting by edmund lewandowski who was the last living painter of the precisionist school.
among living artists’ work for sale are small early paintings by nationally known artists betty anglin smith and
milt ko-bayashi, plus monotypes by ...
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